in acute slices containing the medial geniculate and memory in detail-once the mystery goes out of it-this type of memory will be dismissed as "primitive," and lateral amygdala from all three groups of animals, the slices being taken about a day after the fear condition-"real" memory will be thought to have a more complicated mechanism. ing. The authors found that these synapses are much stronger (i.e., give a larger average synaptic current) in An important problem in settling the question of the LTP/memory connection has to do not with behavior animals subjected to paired tones and footshocks than in control animals who were presented with the same but with our understanding of LTP itself. Typically, investigations of LTP properties are concerned with in vitro number of tones and experienced the same number of footshocks, but not at the same time.
assessment of synaptic strength for only up to an hour or two, but most workers in the field believe that the This experiment had the advantage of recording synaptic currents directly but the disadvantage of recording synaptic strength increases observed for longer than, say, eight hours after induction are the result of different synaptic currents from a part of the brain that was no longer connected to a behaving (or living) animal. Bemechanisms. This late form of plasticity is sometimes called LLTP (for "late" or "long-lasting"), and we know cause they were using slices, these authors could look a little into the mechanism of increased synaptic strength, very little about it (and nothing, as far as I am aware, about LLTD), because experiments for studying synapand they found that at least part of the effect was an increase in the amount of neurotransmitter released (betic plasticity over 24 hour periods in vitro are so technically difficult. When one speaks about "LTP," the propercause paired-pulse facilitation was decreased, a sign of increased probability of transmitter release under the ties of the commonly studied form are usually ascribed to the long form, but at this stage we do not even know conditions of these experiments). Rogan et al. (1997) did basically the same experiment, the extent to which LTP is a necessary and sufficient condition for the occurrence of LLTP. And unless we with the advantage that auditory evoked potentials to the CS were recorded from lateral amygdala in awake, know the properties of LLTP, how can we design experiments to test whether or not this phenomenon is responbehaving animals before, during, and shortly after training and periodically over the next several days. The sible for memory? Until neuroscientists can sort out the properties of the long-lasting form of LTP/LTD-a dauntexperiment used the clever trick of presenting as the CS a series of 20 tone pips, each of which gave rise to ing experimental challenge-even the precise meaning of the question "does LTP/LTD ϭ memory?" is uncertain. an auditory evoked potential that could be measured. This experiment has the disadvantages, however, of
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providing a less direct measure of synaptic currents and of giving noiser records because of the animal's activity.
